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Abstract— Parking is costly and limited in almost every major city in the world. An Automatic car parking systems for meeting near term
parking demand are needed. There is need to develop a vacant parking slot detection and tracking system. Around view monitor (AVM) image
sequence makes it possible with 360-degree scene Bird’s eye view camera. Around view monitor (AVM) captures the image sequence and on
combining of each images empty slot is detected. The Ultrasonic sensor is useful to determine the adjacent vehicle. Hierarchical tree structure
based parking slot marking method is used to recognize the parking slot marking. After combining sequentially detected parking slot, empty
parking slot is recognized and the driver has to select one of the empty parking slots and drive into it.

Key Words— Around View Monitor (AVM), Ultrasonic sensor, The Hierarchical tree structure of the parking slot marking, parking slot
marking detection and tracking, recognition of the empty parking slot.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day, There is a rapid growth in the parking system.
So, The is need to research an automatic parking system which
will be useful for the careful parking of car and other vehicle
[9]. Various approaches which we were using in parking
system: user interface-based approach, free space-based
approach, parking slot marking-based approach, infrastructurebased approach. The fusion of AVM system and an ultrasonic
sensor is used to detect and track the vacant parking slot in the
automatic parking system. The Around View Monitor (AVM)
provides a virtually 3600 scene of the car in bird’s-eye view.
The Around View Monitor (AVM) is a support technology
that assists drivers to park more easily by better understanding
the vehicle’s surroundings through a virtual bird’s-eye view
from above the vehicle. The Around View Monitor (AVM)
helps the driver visually confirm the vehicle’s position relative
to the lines around parking spaces and adjacent objects,
allowing the driver to maneuver into parking spots with more
ease [1].
Through The Around View Monitor (AVM) makes parking
easier because (1) Through the bird’s-eye view, a driver can
check for obstructions around the vehicle, (2) The system
can display the bird’s-eye, front and rear views, making it
possible to check the vehicle's 360-degree surroundings
simultaneously with either the fore and back, (3) It is possible
to display the rear view
and front-side view together. A driver can simultaneously
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Fig.1. General Flow chart of car parking system. [1]

check the rear and front-side views of the vehicle, the points of
most concern when parallel parking [1] [2] [3].
Ultrasonic sensors is also known as transceivers when they
both send and receive. It is also called as Transducers.
Transducers evaluate attributes of a target by interpreting the
echoes from radio. Ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency
sound waves and evaluate the echo which is received back by
the sensor, measuring the time interval between sending the
signal and receiving the echo to determine the distance to an
object [4]. Fig.1. shows Flow chart of proposed system. Once
a driver starts parking, the system continuously detects parking
slot markings and classifies their occupancies. First, the
parking slot marking detected in the AVM image sequence. A
tree structure-based method detect the parking slot marking
using individual AVM image sequence and image registration
technique. Second, empty slot is detected using ultrasonic
sensors. The probability of parking slot occupancy is
calculated utilizing ultrasonic sensor data acquired while the
vehicle is passing by parking slots. And Finally, the selected
empty parking slot is tracked and the vehicle is properly
parked in selected parking slot [1] [2] [3] [4].
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the previous parking system driver manually selects the
parking slot and drive into it. This method is useful as a
backup tool for failure cases of automatic parking system
methods. Manpower is needed for each car parking slot to
select a parking slot manually and give direction to drive
properly into the slot [1]. There is need of manpower, so this
system is replaced by the ultrasonic sensor based system. In
this system, two ultrasonic based sensors are mounted on both
sides of the front bumper. Adjacent vehicles are detected by
using ultrasonic sensor data. These ultrasonic sensor find the
adjacent vehicles and driver properly drive into the free space
between that adjacent vehicle. Using the multiple echo
function, parking space detected more accurately in real
parking environment. These method fail when there is no
adjacent vehicles and in slanted parking situations where
adjacent vehicle surfaces are not perpendicular to the heading
directions of ultrasonic sensors [1] [4]. Another method is
Parking slot Marking-based method. In this method vehicle
mounted cameras, are used. It simply tracks the parking slot
marking present on the road. The distance between point and
line-segment is used to distinguish guideline from recognized
marking line segments. Once the guideline is successfully
recognized, T- shape template matching easily recognizes
dividing marking line-segments. This method fails where
parking slot marking are not present [1] [5]. Scanning Laser
Radar-Based system is implemented between vehicles to
recognize free space parking slot. This system consist of range
data preprocessing, corner detection, and target parking
position designation. The major disadvantage of this system is
the expensive price of the sensor [7].
A Photonic-Mixer-Device (PMD) camera is used to scan
parking-scene to detect free parking slot. PMD sensor allows
referring to a large number of spatial point measurements
detailed representing cuts of the observed scene [6]. So we
moved onto Infrastructure based method. In this method, birdeye view camera is used which helps to track the vacant
parking slot [1] [8].
III.

Fig.2. Hierarchical tree structure of parking slot marking. (a) parking
slot marking (b) slots (c) junction [2]

METHODOLOGY

The main concept behind the detection of free parking slot is
to recognize the parking slot marking. The hierarchical tree
structure based parking slot, marking method deals with the
four most commonly appearing types of parking slot markings,
i.e., rectangular, slanted rectangular, diamond, and open
rectangular types. These four types of parking slot markings
consist of four types of slots, i.e., TT-slot, TL-slot, YY-slot,
and II-slot and each slot is composed of two junctions. These
junctions can be categorized into T-junction, L- junction, Yjunction, I- junction. This method detects and classifies corner
and produces junction by pairing two corners [1] [2]. AVM
image sequence is useful to recognize the parking slot
marking. Various images generated by AVM camera, and by
combining them empty parking slot is detected. Parking slots
are detected using Hierarchical tree structure. The corners are
detected by the Harris corner dectector. The junctions are
generated by combining two corners and slots are generated by
combining two junctions. Sometimes, parking slots overlapped
in real time situation.

This overlapping of two slots is determined by Jaccard
coefficient.

J(Si.Sj) =

(1)

where, J (Si, Sj) is the Jaccard coefficient between two
rectangles formd by the ith slot Si and jyh slot Sj. If this value is
larger than a predetermined threshold (T1), two slots are
considered as overlapped. If there are overlapped slots then we
have to calculate Normalized average intensity value (NAIV)
of two slots and is given by

NAVIi=

{

}

(2)
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where, NAVIi is the NAVI of Si , MAX(I) is the maximum
intensity value of image I, N is the number of pixels in the
skeleton of the parking slot entrance and (x, y) are the location
of pixel in the x and y axes [1] [2].
Hough Transform
To determine the current position of previously detected
parking slots, the Houngh transformation is used. It transforms
the wide-angle lens image into a bird’s eye view image. The
input undistorted image is transformed into a bird’s eye view
image with homography. Homography is one-to-one relation
between two coordinate system. In parking system, the camera
is placed at some constant height and a particular tilt angle.
E(x,y)=
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